
New Celebrity Couple: Lindsay
Lohan  Is  Dating  Russian
Business Heir Egor Tarabasov

By Brooke Crawford

There is a new celebrity couple gracing us with their love. In
latest  celebrity  news  according  to  UsMagazine.com,  actress
Lindsay  Lohan,  29,  has  found  love  with  new  beau,  Russian
investment banker Egor Tarabasov. Lohan gave followers a peek
into her love life by sharing a shirtless, racy photo of the
22-year-old hunk after sharing a selfie of the two of them
together a few weeks prior. Like Lindsay Lohan, many couples
want to share their love with those around them.
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This famous celebrity couple chose
to  broadcast  their  love  on
Instagram. How can social media be
used  to  positively  shed  light  on
your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

There are plenty of ways to share your relationship on any
social media outlet, and Cupid is here to give you a bit of
dating advice:

1. Swap selfies: On a daily basis, we are used to taking a
selfie for our own social media accounts. Use your partner’s
account to showcase the object of your attention. Does anyone
remember the picture that Tyga posted of King Kylie with the
caption about capturing his heart? Take a note from that.

Related link: New Celebrity Couple: Jewel is Dating NFL Player
Charlie Whitehurst

2. Switch up profile pictures: Your followers will notice any
changes you make to your profile. Change your profile pictures
to display a flattering candid photo of yourself and your
partner. A night out on the town, a cozy, movie night in, or a
day at the beach are perfect settings to take the winning
photos.

Related link: New Celebrity Couple: Justin Bieber Reveals New
Romance with Hailey Baldwin

3. Matching shoe posts: Do you and your new love own the same
pair of shoes? Snap a photo of the matching shoes and tag one
another. Add a cute caption that depicts your relationship.
Finish it off with a few relationship hashtags.
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Maybe  this  is  not  how  everyone  would  announce  a  budding
relationship. What are some other ways you can share your
relationship? Share your ideas below.


